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tell us what you like and what you 
want to see more of. We welcome 
your contributions — this is your 
magazine — and we're interested in 

So don’t keep us in the dark — tell 
us exactly what you think. We 
always try our best to give you just 
what you want and we want to hear 
whether you think we're right. 

All submissions will be 
acknowledged and the copy. 
right in such works which will 
pass to Argus Specialist 
Publications Ltd will be paid 
for at competitive rates. 

Keep a copy of your work 
and include and SAE, Label 
everything clearly and give a 
daytime and home phone 
number if you can. All work for 
consideration should be sent 
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Programs must always be published will help our readers 
Chief Executive sent on cassette. Listings are make better use of their 
Jim Connell helpful, but not necessary. computers by giving useful 

Check ‘carefully that they are advice, possibly with 
bug-free. Include full details of 
what your program does, how 
it works, variables you have 
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Publications Ltd, 
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programming examples, tables 
and so on. Short hints are 
welcome. 
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2X 81 PROGRAM 

CHECKMATE 
As a chess enthusiast, | 
decided that my scattered 
games listings needed 
organising, so that | could 
access them readily. | decided 
to use my trusty ZX81 to carry 
out the task (a computer for 
which my enthusiasm remains 
undiminished). 

The initial design considera- 
tions were: 
© Double board, with pieces 

moved on both boards 
simultaneously — so each 
player sees the board from 
his point of view. 
Auto-Replay, so that stored 
games can be replayed 
automatically (hands off), 
with a pause function to 
‘stop the action at any pc 
Listing of move notation to 
screen or printer. 
Games recorded automat- 
ically as play proceeds. 
Manual mode to allow 
games to be replayed one 
move at a time, 

© Games up to 80 moves in 
length. 
A storage capacity of 30 
games per C60 tape (120 
games if you use QSAVE or 
a simular device). 
Standard intern: 

ation for moves. 
The final program proved to 

be an extremely convenient 
way of both storing games and 
playing them. An additional 
feature which enthusiasts can 
add is a chess clock. 

Enter the program listing. 

nal not- 

Note that the contents of the 
REM statements in lines 1 and 
2are irrelevant, as long as each 
contains at least 161 charac- 
ters. Please also note that | 
have sinned and used O as a 
variable in lines 2330, 2335 and 
2340, for which | apologise to 
the purists, 
Now RUN the program and 

as @ test piece, enter the game 
shown in Listing 2. Moves are 
entered as two digits followed 
by Return, For example, to 
move the king pawn key in 

52 Return 54 Return. 

When you have completed 
entry of the game use 0 Return 
to signify end of recording. 
The computer will now 
execute STOP and you can 
SAVE the game together with 
the program on to tape in the 
normal way. 

A summary of the operating 
features is presented below: 
0 End of recording, used as 

described above. 
1 Replay recording, one move 

at a time. 
2 Reset board, ready to replay, 

or make a fresh recording. 

Use this handy program by Mike Biddell to 
store and play chess games on your ZX87. 

Your move next 

3 Correct a move. if you make 
@ mistake enter 3 Return, 
move the piece back where 
it came from, then enter 3 
Return, followed by the 
correct move. 

Casting or en-passent. 
These are considered to be 
‘two moves. For en-passent 
move your pawn on to the 
square occupied by your 
opponent's pawn, then 
enter 4 Return 4 Return 
(yes, twice), then move the 
pawn forward to its correct 
location. For castling move 
the king first, then enter 4 
ENTER 4 ENTER followed 
by the rook move. 

5 Copy position to printer. At 
interesting points during 
the game you can 
copy the positions 
on both boards to the 
printer, using 5 
ENTER. The game 
can then continue 
as normal 

|_-7"=S ee 

cc; 
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2X81 PROGRAM 

During Auto-Replay, 
holding down “P” will stop 
the game until you release. 

You can save an adjourn- 

ed game by not entering 0 
ENTER when you finish. 
When you reload, put the 
program into the Auto- 

Replay mode and it will stop 
at the adjourned position, 

ready to continue. 

Variables 
Ag select listing 
B$ select auto-replay 
$ select board flag (S 

board, S=1 right board) 
E input move numbers (from?) 
B_ move numbers (dummy) 

F input move numbers 
(to?) © address in 

first REM for 
move number 
storage 
D_ address in 
second REM 

for move 
number 
storage 

Z move number count 
X flag for position of move 

indicator 
GHP.R compute screen 

address for POKES 
Q screen address (from?) 
© screen address (to?) 
V code for piece to be moved 
X$ select copy 

How it works 
1.2_ REMs to store all moves 
3-10 select LISTING or AUTO- 

REPLAY 
18-190. print board and pieces 
210-260 initialise variables (260 

sets W to first address in 
screen display) 

270 POKES move indicator 
below board 

291-292 prints piece colours 
under each board 

1820-1821 set E and B to 1 for 
‘Auto-Replay 

1822 prevent Auto-Replay if 
‘no moves are stored in REM 

1823 remain here if PAUSE (P) 
pressed, carry on if released 

1825 if Auto-Replay, skip 
number input routines 

1830 input first move number 
{i.e. from?) 

1831 blank out 
numbers 

1832. print move number to ? 
1835 check valid input, loop 

back if not 
1836-1837 copy screen if 5 

pressed, then loop back 
1840-1850 controlling logic for 

correcting a mistake in a 
move 

1860 set up dummy variable B 
1870 reset board if 8 = 2 
1880__ replay recording, peek 

REM for move number 
1881-1882 controlling logic 

en-passent or Castling 
1890 stop Auto-Replay if zero 

encountered in REM 
1900 let F = second move 

number for Auto-Replay 

1910 skip manual input when 
Auto-Replay selected 

1915-1920 controlling logic for 
correcting a wrong move 

1930 store firstnumber in REM 
1931 jump if “End Rec’’ keyed 
1950 input second move 

number 
1955 test validity of number 
1960 store second move 

number in second REM 
1965,1970 increment storage 

addresses 
1971,1972 controlling logic for 

Castling or en-passent 
1973 increment move count 
1974-1977 compute S (select 

board flag) from move 
count 

‘old move 

Screen dump 

1980 GOSUB “Calculate 
screen address” for board 
‘one, and move piece 

2020 jump to 2050 if S = 0 
(board one) 

2030 jump to 2180 if S 
(board two) 

2050-2170 print move indica 
tor asterisk and increment 
and print move number for 
board one 

2180-2205 as above but for 
board two 

2210 GOSUB “Calculate 
screen address” for board 
two and move piece 

220 loop back round for next 
move 

2230-2250 “End of Recording” 
routine 

2260-2470 subroutine to cal- 
culate screen address and 
move pieces on boards one 
and two 

3000-3110 routine to print out 
whole games in standard 
international notation 

1 
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I 2xeF prochan| 
Le ati 
Listing 1 

2_REM oO 
Us 2DAXx! 
KOE? 2222p 

1836 
1837 
1840 
=16 
1850 
+ 

LISTIN 

THEN GOTO see 

8s 
“« TOLINKA * 

12345678 
=e 

“ SHRNBOKENRE 

7MIIIIIIIIM 

“@=END REC. 1=REPLAY 
“2=RESET BOARD 3=CORR 

CASTLING OR EN-PAS 
"S=COPY POSITION To P 

“FROM FILE/RANK TO FI 

6Si4 
6694 

POKE U+367,15 PRINT AT 4276) "UHITE” PRINT AY 12 /22;."BLACK~ TF 8s iE 
Bs IF PEEK C=15868 THEN LET Bs=" 

IF INKEY$="P" THEN GOTO 182 
emit THEN GOTO 188e@ 
BRINT AT 24, Oe 
PRINT _AT 22 

FL E2s AND £247 oR Bas THE 
IF E=5 THEN cop 
Tf E=8 THEN GoTo 1830 
IF E=3 AND S=@ THEN LET U=U 
IF E=3 AND S=1 THEN LET U=U 

THEN GOTO 1 
THEN LET E=PEEK C- 
AND S=@ THEN LET thet 
AND S=1 THEN LET Weu 
AND PEEK C=@ THEN GO 
THEN LET F=PEEK 0 

1830 
2480 

Zgnnoooom 

TCHHCCUOHDHH OHHH 
AAS ASA WAT AT 

ze HD OX fo: 

TO 1975 
1S 



EG DU eee | 

IF X=@ AND S=1 THEN GOTO 24 10 

20 
OR PEEK D=@ THE 
THEN LET C=C+2 
THEN LET D=b+2 
;PEEK C3" TO “; 

OR PEEK D=0 THE 
THEN LET C=0+2 
THEN LET D=D+2 

8) U5". "7 PEEK C; 

ae 

NEULINE TO C 

copy 
GOTO 7 

a 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
z 
8 
3 
= 
2 
ct 
2 NHS: 

POKE +367,151 
PRINT AT 12,19; INT (Z-1) 72 
GO5UB 2318 
GOTO 1620 
PRINT AT 20,0;"END OF RECOR 
PRINT "PRESS 2 TO RESET BO 
coro, agse 
an 

OTHEGOT TRON: DVNAH ADP HON 
2 
=U+1094+33= 

O=U4+332-33e 

0=U+109433= 
O=U4+332-39= 

Cer, 
IF X=1 AND $=@ THEN GOTO 24 

IF X=@ AND S=@ THEN GOTO 24 

IF X=1 AND S=1 THEN GOTO 24 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM: 

This program provides @ handy 
scoreboard any game 
where a. penell and paper 
would normally be used to 
record scores. 

‘When RUN the participants’ 
names are requested. it may be 
most convenient to enter 
names in the order of play or 
how the players are seated. 
You don’t have to key in the 
initial player first, When all 
names are entered, press 0 to 
escape the identification 
routine. If seven names are 
listed, escape is automatic. 

The computer now requests 
entry of player 1's score. Enter 
the score which can be 
positive, negative or a 
calculation, For example, enter 
5 or -10 or 3x9-22/2. All 
entries are acceptable in the 
range -9999 to 9999. If an input 
score becomes too long it is 
rejected and another score is 
requested, This would happen 
if pi were to be entered as 
2/7. 

The computer now asks if 
the entered number is correct. 
If the number shown in the 

Keep tabs on 
Listing for Scoreboard 

REM 
REN 
REN 
ter 
Din 

1 REM #* SCOREBOARD #* 
20 
3a 

+ 0.G.HUGHES += 
s+ MAYIO™1954 #* 
set variables 
aeQ: LET b=®: LET c=@: LET d=@r LET e=@: LET f=O: LET g=@ 

GO SUB 9002: REM title 
GO SUB B@@B: REN start 
REM player identification 
FOR n=1 TO 7, 
PRINT AT 28,23 "PRESS 
INPUT “PLAYER 
IF nein, i) =" 

PRINT AT 44ne2, 

WHEN LIST COMPLETE" 
“yngin) 
THEN LET qen-i: PRINT AT 28,25 

": PAUSE S@: FLASH @: GO TO 300 
isni"s ind 

BEEP 1 ,n#5 
IF n>=7'THEN GO TO 208 
NEXT 
LET 
REM 
FOR 
PRINT 
PRINT AT 4en02, 

qen 
score entry loop 
n=1 TO q 

FLASH 1sAT 4¢ne2,15nsAT 44ne2,3)n8 (n) 
165% 

FLASH 13" 

Inst 

REST of the WORLD O 
score box is correct then press 
Y.y or ENTER. If the number is 
wrong press N or n and enter 
the correct number. This 
facility guards against “finger 
trouble” when entering the 
scores. 
When the current score is 

approved the player's total is 
updated and the next player's 
score is requested. 
Now you're all set to have a 

computerised scoreboard 
Don’t cheat though — even if 
you're the only person in 
charge of scoring. 

Variable 
a tog players’ total scores 
s input score 
1 number of players pro- 

grammed 
vertical position of current 

player's score 
n$ player's name 
g$ input score verification 

w) dw games: 
playing 92-7 Th 
computer 
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ram 
is oes how 
show; 3 you 

How it works 
100-160 set _ variables, 

dimension (DIM) name 
strings, call subroutines to 
format screen 

200-280 request and enter 
players’ names (n$) 

290-460 request and verify 
players scores in sequence 

500-570 update each player's 
total score 

8000-3200 end of round 
subroutine 

9000-9200 title and frame 
subroutine 

Conversion hints 
DIM né (x,y) sets up x arrays 
to a maximum length of y 
characters. STR$(x) converts a 
number, x, into string form, 
e.g. if x = 50 then STR6(x) = 
"50". LEN gives the length of 
a string, e.g. LEN "50" = 2. 
BRIGHT and FLASH 
attributes are set to on with 1 



330 PRINT AT 20,15 ENTER PLAYER “1 
340 INPUT si IF s>=9999 OR s<=-9999 THEN GO TD 340 
3A5 IF LEN STRE (#)96 THEN PRINT AT 20,1 
TOO LONG": FOR z=1@ TO 
358 PRINT AT 4¢ne2, 1658 
S6@ INPUT "IS ENTRY CORRECT (Y/N) 
378 IF q#="n" OR qS="N" THEN PRINT AT 4¢n 
$8Q IF s<45 AND =>-4@ THE! 
390 IF 5965 AND s<450 THEN BEEP 11\8/18 
400 IF s265@ THEN BEEP 
410 IF =<-40 THEN BEEP - 
j20 PRINT FLASH QsAT 4¢n} 

430 LET p=dene2 
440 GO SUB SBOene1@: REM 
450 NEXT n 
468 GO SUB 908: GO TO 30 
5@@ REM update all player 
510 LET azate: PRINT AT p 
20 LET b=b+a: PRINT AT p 

S38 LET cocts: PRINT 
540 LET dedes: PRINT 
558 LET e=ets: PRINT 

+* SCORE 
SORRY, THAT NUMBER IS 

NEXT 2: GO TO 330 @ STEP -S: BEEP 

Go To 348 
N BEEP «1,8 
1,65 
1,-48 
#2, 1;nsAT 4¢n) 

total 
7) 
2 total scores 

PRINT 2548 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 

RETURN 
RETURN 
RETURN 
RETURN 
RETURN 

ENGLAND 26 

560 LET f=fee: PRINT AT p, 
8820 REM end of round routi 
BOOS INK It PAPER 7: BRIGHT 
8018 FOR n=s TO 28 
8020 PRINT 
09: 
9040 FOR n=28 10 3 STEP 1 
8@5@ PRINT AT 3yny"* "43 NEX 
8060 PRINT * "sar 
8970 FOR n 
880 PRINT 
8090 PRINT rs 
9100 FOR n=20 70 3 STEP 
8110 PRINT AT 3, 
120 PRINT AT 3,25" "AT 

(@ INK @: PAPER 7: BRIGHT 
8 RETURN, 

9000 REN title & frame 
9910 PRINT INK 1y PAPER 73 
9100 PRINT AT 4,23" PLAYER 
9102 PLOT 1,1: DRAW 253, 
9104 PLOT 3,3: DRAW 249, 
9110 PLOT 106,144 
9115 DRAW @,-124 
9120 PLOT 178,144 
9125 DRAW @,-124 
9130 FOR n=i TO 8 
9149 PLOT 4,4¢ne16 
9150 DRAW 247,08 
9160 NEXT 
9200 RETURN 

ates NEX 

570 LET gegtet PRINT AT 9,2 

SO PRINT AT 1,293" *3AT 2,2 

* 2 PRINT AT p.25; 41 RETURN 
5 $1 PRINT AT p,25:g: RETURN 

TA 

Th 

BRIGHT 1:AT 2,35" SCORE-- BOARD “ 
SCORE TOTAL "y 

DRAM @,173: DRAW 
DRAW @,169: DRAW 

DRAW B,-173 
DRAW 0,169 

and to off with 0. PRINT AT 
x,y; "2" prints a character z at 
a position x characters down 
and y characters across from 
the left of screen. 
PLOT x,y locates a pixel x 

pixels from the left and pixels 
up. DRAW x,y draws a line 
from the last PLOT or DRAW 
statement position to a 
position x pixels from the left 
and y pixels up. 



SPECTRUM PROGRAM: 

This game of logic can be so 
frustrating, but satisfying 
when you finally get it right. 
What you have to do is 

guess the four coloured pegs 
which are in sequence out of 
your sight. You are told if you 
have guessed the right peg in 
the wrong hole and if you get 
the right peg in the right hole. 
However, it’s not as simple as 
it sounds and takes a lot of 
thought and due considera- 
tion. 

You have 10 attempts and 
there are six colours from 
which the pegs may be 
selected, And don't despair — 

if you still haven't cracked it 
after 10 guesses, you'll be told 
‘the formula at the end. 

Instructions are included in 
the program and you can 
choose whether to read them 
or not. If you want to convert 
this game, re-arrange the 
screen displays. Also check the 
many variables used for little 
loops. 

So, get ready for some 
brainteasing fun. It's all the 
process of elimination, so 
marshall your thought, and off 
you go! 

How it works 
410 sort out whether instruc- 

tions are wanted, go to 
correct area if yes 

11-50 set up and check that no 
colours appear twice in 
sequence 

54-89 input guess and check 
for correct length, ask if 
you want to change 
sequence 

90-120 print up your guess in 
the columns 
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200-240 check if your guess is 
correct and if you ran out of 
attempts. If not, have 
another go 

500-1160 check for correct 
colour in wrong place or 
correct colour in correct 
place 

1200-1310 print out the series 
of circles and dots in a 
random order 

4000-4050 GOSUBs to check 
your solution against the 
correct one 

5000-5510 set up series of 
circles and dots to represent 
your guess 

600-5830 print up of instruc- 
tions 

7000-7060 print up answer if 
you ran out of attempts 

8000-8999 print up if you 
guess correctly 

9000-9320 set up initial screen 

Variables 
m number of attempts 
© answer colour generator 
a$ hidden answer 
bS your guess 
i print your guess in sequence 
n part of b9 to be checked 

against a8 
© part of a to be used to 

check b$ 
h sort out order to print dots 

and circles 
j.d.g, used to print out dots 

and circles 
p.q circle and dot co-ordinates 
@$ sequence of dots and 

circles 



ss SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

Listing for logic game 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM: 

So there you are sitting in front 
of your Spectrum. You've just 
typed in your latest 
masterpiece (completely 
debugged, of course). You 
press RUN and ENTER then sit 
back to watch the action. 

The alien crawls across the 
top of the screen — not a good 
start. You press the key to 
move the laser base and sit 
there wondering how it can 
flicker so fast yet move so 
slowly. In desperation you jab 
a finger on the fire button and 
watch as the missile inches its 
way up the screen, 

You've now got two 
choices: either you pull the 
plug and instead load in your 
latest games tape or you read 
the rest of this article, 

Spectrum BASIC isn’t very 
fast compared to some other 
computers, but if used 
efficiently you can still produce 
some exciting and reasonably 
fast games. 

The first trap most people 
seem to fall into is using 
missiles. A missile is extremely 
slow because it has to advance 
‘one square at a time. It's far 
better to use a laser. Do this by 
using PLOT and DRAW, as 
Listing 1 shows. Press key 0 to 
fire, 

If-lasers don't fit into the 
context of your game and you 
really must use missiles then 

you can speed them up by 
using a FOR...NEXT loop 
around the printing and 
detection routines. Study this 
example: 

MAIN LOOP MOVE ALIEN 
FOR a=1 to 3 PRINT MISSILE 

SEE IF MISSILE HAS HIT 
ALIEN 

NEXT a MOVE BASE GOTO 
MAINLOOP 

Most people use 
LET b = b+ (INKEYS = “'x" 

andb  28)-(INKEYS. 
AND b 0) 

to make the laser base move 
right and left. Another way of 
doing it is to use the IN 
function; enter it as line 70 in 
the above program. 

70 LET b=b+ (IN 65278 
251andb 28)-(IN 65278 
253 AND b 0) 

This is only slightly faster but 
with Spectrum BASIC every 
little bit helps. This is for key 

/” to go left and key “x” to 
go right If you want to alter the 
keys, refer to page 160 in the 
Spectrum manual; this gives 
you the addresses for each half 
row of the keyboard. As an 
exercise you could also change 
the fire routine in line 80 to use 
this method. 

If your program features a 
lot of graphics all moving in 
unison, as in Space Invaders, 
then printing and erasing each 
‘one separately is very slow and 
tedious. The best way to do 
this is to put them in a string. 
Then you can use the 
Spectrum's string slicing 
facility to decrease the length 
of the string as each graphic is 
hit. This has the added bonus 
that as the string gets smaller 
there is less to print so the 
graphics appear to move 
faster. 

Another problem is_ not 
being able to move and fire at 
the same time. Using the laser 
routine helps eliminate this, 
but it is still noticeable. The 
way to get round this is to 
intentionally stop the graphics, 
so that instead of moving 
smoothly across the screen 
and then stopping when you 
press the fire button, they are 
programmed to move and 
stop, move and stop, so that 
when you fire, although the 
action stops, you don’t notice 
it. 

If you synchronise the 
length of pause to the amount 
of time it takes to fire, it will 
give the illusion of being able 
to move and fire 
simultaneously. 

Incorporating the above 
routines as well as the more 
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obvious ones, such as avoiding 
GOTOs and putting DEF FN 
statements at the beginning of 
programs, you should have a 
reasonably fast game. 

If all this still doesn’t satisfy 
you then you must look 
beyond BASIC. You could use 
a compiler to speed up your 
games a lot, but be warned: 
with most ‘compilers, when 
you save your game on tape it 
also saves part of the compiler, 
which it needs to run the 
program. Although this 
doesn't matter for home use 
it’s not very good if you have 
any dreams of selling your 
programs. 

The final resort — and the 
best one — is to learn machine 
code. The second listing is a 
demonstration of the speed of 
machine code, and it can be 
incorported into your own 
BASIC programs. The first 
part is a routine to clear a 
Specified number of lines on 
screen. this is especially useful 
if you want to clear part of the 
screen display leaving the rest 
as it is. To achieve the same 
effect in BASIC you would 
either have to clear the whole 

screen and then reprint the 
parts you need, or use a 
FOR...NEXT loop to clear each 
line one character at a time, 
which isn't very fast. This 
listing uses the Spectrum ROM 
and the effect is 
instantaneous. 

The second DATA number 
in line 60 controls the number 
of lines to be cleared from the 
bottom up. The second part of 
the routine scrolls a specified 
number of lines up the screen. 
This can give a very good 
effect in BASIC program by 
moving one line or several, 
lines of characters swiftly up 
the screen. 

In this routine also, the 
second DATA number sets the 
number of lines to be scrolled 
up the screen, from. the 
bottom up. Numbers in 
brackets are for 16K machines. 

‘As you can see, these very 
powerful ROM routines may 
be accessed using very little 
machine code. 

If you want to learn machine 
code, it’s a lot easier if you use 
an assembler, because it 
calculates addresses and 
jumps for you. With an 
assembler and a good 



ss Sf FC TRUM PROGRAM 

Listing 1 . 

S REM *#* by Philip Carre ¥** 
10 BORDER 2: PAPER 5S: BRIGHT 1: CLS 
20 FOR f=USR "©" TO (USR "&"+7): READ n: POKE #,n: NEXT #: REM graphic A and 

B 
30 BEEP .05,.05: RESTORE 120 
50 LET a=18: LET b=15 
40 PRINT AT a,b; INK 13" REM graphic A and B with 1 space before and af 

t 
er. 

70 LET b=b+(IN 65279=251 AND b<28)-(IN 65278=2 
80 IF INKEY$="0" THEN GO SUB 100 
90 GO TO 40 

100 PLOT 8*b+15,(14-a)*8: DRAW INK 7;0,-(-127): FOR f=60 TO 64: BEEP .01,#: NE 
XT #: PLOT OVER 1;8*b+15,(14-a)*8: DRAW OVER 1;0,-(~-127): OVER O 
110 RETURN 
120 DATA 1,3,134,134,.254,134,130,3,0,128,194, 194,254,194, 130,128 
130 REM * LINE 70 SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM THIS LISTING AND PRINTED SEPERATLY AS 
IN THE ARTICLE. 
140 REM * REMOVE THE LINE NUMBER FROM THE FOLLOWING LINE AND PRINT AS If THE AR 

TICLE. 
150 LET b=b+(INKEY$="«" AND b¢28)-(INKEY$="z" AND b>0) 
160 REM * THE MACHINE CODE ROUTINES FOLLOW ON TAPE. JUST TYPE IN LOAD "" 

AND b>0) 

2 REM **CLEARS* 
S REM ***by Philip Carres*# 

10 LET 5300: REM 32500 on 16K machine. 
20 FOR a=0 TO 5 
30 READ mn: POKE bta,n 
40 NEXT a 
50 DATA 6,10,205,68,14,201 
60 RANDOMIZE USR 65300: REM (32500) 
90 REM seiaee ease 

102 REM *#*SCROLL#* 
105 REM *#*by Philip Carres** 
110 LET b=6300: REM 500) 
120 FOR a=0 TO 5 
130 READ POKE bta,n 
140 NEXT a 
150 2¢TA 6,!2,205,0,14,201 
160 RANDOMIZE USR 65300: REM (32500) 

200 REM * IF YOU PUT THE FOLLOWING ROUTINE 
AT LINE 1 IT WILL DEMONSTRATE THE RO 

UTINES. 

TO 20: PRINT AT f,103VAL 
"€"2 NEXT £ 

beginners’ book on Z80 If the idea of learning 
programming (make sure it machine code doesn’t appeal 
mentions the Spectrum in the to you, at least your BASIC 
title) you could find learning progams will 
machine code a lot easier than you use the routines in this 
you thought. 
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Hi-Lo 
How it works 

34 UDGs 
5 set up score variables 
10-30 set up screen 
35-50 draw Hi and Lo boxes 
‘55-60 Print cards face down 
70-73 work out values of four 

100-108 check if player is 
still to play 

109-140. scan IN 31000 to see 
if player has spoken. 

150 finish main loop (F) 
200 to see if you have 

broken the bank, end game 
if you have 

201. award bonus for correctly 
guessing four cards 

205 start next sequence of 
"four cards 

(0 pause routine, 
waiting for you to speak 

int card when 

called 
Hi-Lo 

Variables 
mo how much money you 

ve 
ba amount of money in bank 
Ki1-4) value of each of four 

cards 
hilo did you choose higher 

or lower? Set at 0 for lower, 
1 for higher 

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS 

Ka position horizontally on 
screen of card last dealt 

v.w.@firf, FOR...NEXT loops 

Quiz 
How it works 

24 data for first none 
questions 

5 data for last questions and 
screen positions of all 10 
answers 

10 DIMs variables 
20 give value to all variables 
30. set up screen 
40 start main FOR.,..NEXT 

loop, print question and 
three possible answers 

50-80 scan for voice at each 
answer 

90 finish main FOR...NEXT 
loop, print final score 

200-280 decide if answer is 
tight or wrong, print 
appropriate responses 

Quiz 
Variables 

score 
g9(10,61) questions 
a$ (10,29), b${10,29), c$(10,29) 

answers 
W110) screen position of all 10 

correct answers: 
a.b,c,d, FOR...NEXT loops 
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“J eryptic. tt final 
“| from the obvious ones. 

jssssenses 

ee Worse Things 

‘Jone patch, may 

Hi] than fast 

‘| instructions 

ae ek 

HEHE oe peeee reese eoeeeeeeeeens 
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS: 

Happen at Sea 
48K £5.95 

‘Silversoft, London Hse, 271-273 
King St, London W6 9LZ 

You're a robot, frantically trying 
to keep a rusty ship afloat, Each 
‘compartment has a pump and 

several 
leaks and pump handles are in 

. Standing in water 

plan, showir 
the water 

minus spoil 

ers, Very . 
No inlay instructions were 
supplied with pre-production 
tape but they are necessary 
because on-screen ones are 

dawned on me 
there were other doors apart 

This is the best game I've seen 
for ages. D.C. 

60% | 
90% 
90% trophies 
90% value for money 

Front Loop 
48K £3 

NTD Software, PO Box 543, 
London SW6 5DS 

instructions are clear, 
useful because on-screen 
instructions take no for an 

sasne 

talisman and defeat the 

adventure elements, You ki 
‘spiders, snakes and other nasties 
using @ sword. You chase and 
are chased by rhinos and wilde- 
beest. The adventure is in 
mapping the jungle (a job for {i 
‘two) and finding out the effect 
‘on you of secretions from local | 
fauna. Yellow flowers stun you, 
red make you invincible, purple 
reverse your movements and so 
‘on, These effects are not 
permanent. + 

‘The action is fast, smooth and [1 
detailed to @ cartoon standard. |! 
The price reflects demand and 
the work involved. This is a must 
for all Spectrum games players. 

100% 
bayesty 100% | 
graphics 100% fs | 
value for money 100% 

wk kK KK 

£5.50 

33038 FF Zz Rie i 

in pai 
After level four, missiles 

Empires 
48K £19.95 

Imperial Software, Imperial Hse, 
183, Churchill Rd, Poole, Dorset ‘graphics although human blue 

difficulty 

ist 3 z 3 { 

‘attack. What happens thereafter 
is a mystery to me. Your score is 
based’ on cargo unloaded plus 
100 times level bonus and 

of levels is 
lity to survive. 

Kempston tick. ‘ype joys! 
graphics, but Micro- 

drives are not new so there's no 
excuse for 
because they 
Crane required 
tration and fast fingers, One for 
the ‘my score is highest brigade. 
{ might tire of lack of variety in 
screen and cargo after a while 
butit’s enjoyable fornow. D.C. 

instructions 90% 
playability 75% 
graphics 85% 
value for money 90% 

kkk 

t ich scouts, mine planets, Program news at the end of each 

++] build cargo and military ships, ‘move and sometimes on loading, 
{| ally or fight other races. Your aim forces another ean 
“| is to rule the galaxy. The wait. < 

Je contains umpire tape, instructions 90% 
+1 three individual player tapes, ease of use 50% 
+} four instruction sets, four ge 90% 
+] grid maps and data cards. value for money 75% 

Er] — Each galactic year, players 
‘| enter moves on their programs, kK ke idesessesess HE : : Fee 
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